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Abstract-h this artrcle nonlmear hyperbohc partial dlfferentlal equations have been approximated by 
lmphclt fimte dtfference schemes and solved by perturbed functtonals The method has a superhnear 
rate of convergence dnd uses hneanzatton only along the diagonal which IS damped out as solution IS 
found No factonzatlon of matrices or computation of Jacobtans was needed The code solves models 
wtth both contmuous and dlscontmuous solutloos 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations play a maJor role descnbmg chemical re- 
actions and compresstble flows In general, these must be solved by numerical methods lmphctt 
fmrte difference schemes have much better stabrhty properties than those of the exphcrt schemes 
and as such they are preferred for computational solution However, these schemes require the 
computatron of Jacobtans This 1s expensive and difficult In this article we will discuss ap- 
phcattons of a degenerate tmphctt code which solves tmphctt finite difference equations using 
no Jacobtans Only diagonal elements are lmeanzed and most nonlinear propertres of the system 
are preserved This should cause better accuracy in the numerical solutton This scheme has a 
superlmear rate of convergence and thus, it IS not as fast as Newton’s method A complete 
development of the algorithm and some of tts properties related to convergence of tteratrons 
may be found m [l] A more ngorous analysts of convergence using a norm-independent 
contractton-type mapping, called D-mapping, 1s given m [2] If complete lmearrzatron IS per- 
formed tt may be seen that presence of diagonal dominance implies convergence of solutron 
For certain hyperbolic equations, diagonal terms are totally absent[3] In such cases arttficrally 
these are created by nonlinear scalings We will consider such an example here The mam 
emphasis m this article is to study numencai solution of both time-accurate and steady state 
models 
2 A DEGENERATE IMPLICIT CODE 
Let us constder a nonlmear hyperbolic parttal differential equation of the form 
(2 1) 
SUbJeCt to a set of mmal-boundary condmons We assume that the model is mathematrcally 
well-posed For numerical solutron, we may approximate the time-denvatrve by backward 
differences and space denvatrves by central and/or backward tfferences In thts case we obtain 
a nonhnear tmphcrt difference equatton system which may be expressed as 
U = G,(U) (2 2) 
where U 1s the net function correspondmg tou Most tmphctt codes express (2 2) as f(U) = 0 
and solve (2 2) by Newton’s method This requires the computatron of Jacobeans Even though 
f’(U) often forms a sparse matnx, computanon of the Jacobtan grven by det If’(U)1 IS com- 
plicated However, since the rate of convergence m this case 1s quadrant, the method IS widely 
used 
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It may be noted that Newton’s method reduces to 
Uk+l 
= U” + AU’ 
linear system of the form where A Uk IS obtained by solvmg a 
where 
and, 
f’(U)kAUk = - f(Uk) 
This linear system may be solved by (1) the Gaussian ehmmatlon process or (11) a matnx 
factonzation scheme to represent f’(U) as a product of an upper and a lower tnangular matnx 
or (in) an iterative process for a linear system Thus, the need to compute detlf’( U)l IS av~lded. 
however computations could become slgmflcantly comphcated, especially If coupled nonlinear 
systems and/or two-dlmenslonal models are to be considered 
One may avoid computation of Jacobeans and use Gauss-Seldel iterations to solve (2 2) 
Then (2 2) 1s expressed as 
uk” = G(U’+‘, u”) (2 3) 
where Uk = value of U at some kth iteration This has only a hear rate of convergence 
The algonthm of perturbed functional iteration IS 
u”’ = gk+’ + G(Uk+‘, uk) 
gk+l = @‘+I)-’ +k+lk 
(2 4) 
(2 5) 
(B”“), n = (1 - G;;“) Ifm=J 
=o ifm#J 
4 
k+lk = Gk+lk _ Gk’lk 
Gk+lk = G 
I I( ’ 
@+I u:+l 
Uk?’ U’ I 1’ I’ q) 
ek+lk = G 
I I( 
,yf+’ .:+I u;h,l 
Gk+’ k = (dG,iN&Jf+‘; U;“, 
Gk’lk uk 
‘/ ’ u:, 
II U;-‘,’ G , ;++I”, UT+, U? 
J=1,2, J 
cok+’ 1s the perturbatron vector 
The method converges if for some norm 
Iim I(okJI = 0 
k-m 
(2 6) 
It may be shown that this scheme 1s a combmatlon of nonlinear Gauss-Seldel teratlons 
and Lelberstem’s method[4] Thus, If r, If the rate of convergence of the first scheme and rz 
IS the rate of convergence of the second scheme, the present method has a rate of convergence 
which IS r,r, More properties of this method are given m [l] with some computational ven- 
ficatlons Let us bnefly discuss some of them with regard to convergence of solution 
We assume Uk E Dk c D C RJ Vk (R’ = real J-dimensional space) Thus G Dk+I X 
Dk + Dk+l We assume U* E D+ C Dk Vk IS a root By convergence we mean 
lim Uk = U* (2 7) 
k-m 
Obviously U* = G(U*, U*) If we lineanze G on D,,, x Dk and express the error equation 
as 
zkf’ = AkZ’ (2 8) 
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where Zh = Uh - U*, then we may prove that convergence IS guaranteed If 
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hm AdCAP-, A, = 0 (2 9) 
k-5 
Ak 1s called a D-matru 
A D-matnx may not be a convergent matrix and conversely 
It may be proven that if Vk > K there exists a norm, independent of k, such that 
where Ak IS a D-matnx 
For computational problem if we hneame G( U”+ ’ , U’) 1OCally on D,, , X Dk and represent 
the error equation m the form (2 8), then existence of a norm such that 
jlG’(U”, Uk)ll 5 ,U < 1 (2 11) 
Vk > K implies (2 lo), where G’ 1s the Frechet denvatlve of G More details will appear m 
a forthcoming article 
3 AN EXAMPLE 
Let us consider a model m chemical reactlon[5] 
U, + UU, = u* 
4x9 0) = f(x) 
(3 1) 
(3 2) 
This has an analytical solution given by 
U(X, t) = (1 + tf)-’ f 
where 
(3 3) 
f = f(x + ln(1 - tu)) (3 4) 
Approxlmatmg both u, and K, by two-pomt backward differences we get 
(U; - UT-‘)/At + U;(U; - U;_,)lAx = (UT)’ CI = 1, 2, J) (3 5) 
where U; = U(x,, t,) = net function corresponchng to u At = time step, Ax = mesh Size 
Equation (3 5) 1s only first order accurate in space and m time 
Let us rewnte (3 5) as 
U, = (At/Ax) U, (U,_, - U,) + Atq + Ucj+ (3 6) 
where 
If (3 6) 1s expressed as 
where U = (U, U2 
u, = u;, urp, = y-1 
UJ = G,(U) 
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Gk+lk = a Uf(V:_‘,’ - V:) + At(Ut)’ + u4, I 
@+lk = a Gi+“(Uf_+: - Gf+“) + At (Gj+‘1)2 + (it$, 
I 
Gk+‘k = a(uf_+: 
II - 2 ,;+I’) + 2At (G;+‘9 
~=1,2, J a = AtlAx 
The iterations converge If at some k > K 
max Iwj < E (3 10) 
where E 1s posltlve and arbltranly small For the sake of our computation, whenever 
max Iwj < lo-lo, convergence IS assumed 
We chose 
f(x) = x3/3 - x2/2 + 0 1875x + 0 0104167 (3 11) 
and used it in (3 2) This function has a maximum at x = 0 25 and a mmimum at x = 0 75 
The soiutlon represents this wave moving slowly along the x-axis Computatlonally this 1s 
found with dx = 0 02 and At = 0 2 and shown m figure 1 The results were computed up 
to 10 time steps and checked by the analytlcal formula (3 3) The largest error 1s of the order 
3 01 x 1o-4 
To select appropnate input parameters one may use the D-mappmg analysis as given m 
[6] and a locally lmeanzed method using (2 11) 
The presence of u* m the r h s of (3 1) gives a strong nonlinear diagonal term m G,(U) 
Also approxlmatlon of u, by backward differences brought more mformatlon along the diagonal 
If we consider a more simple form of equation u, + uu, = 0 and express this m a conservative 
form u, + 0 5 (u*), = 0 and approximate (u*), by central differences there will be no diagonal 
term m (3 7) and apphcatlon of perturbed functional lteratlon will be especially comphcated 
Nonlinear hyperbolic equations sometimes cause this problem[3] One such case ~111 be studied 
m the Section 5 
4 MORE APPLICATIONS 
Followmg the example discussed above, the algonthm may now be applied to other 
problems In this section we will consider some time-accurate solutions 
Appllcatron 1 
u, + (xW/t)u, = {(2x3u21t) - 1) cos (x2 - t) 
u(x, 0) = sin x2, ~(0, t) = -sin t 
(4 1) 
(4 2) 
This model has an analytical solution given by 
u(x, t) = sin (x2 - t) (4 3) 
A consistent lmphclt finite difference analog has been formed by approximating u, by a 
two-pomt backward differences and u, by central differences given by 
u, = (U,,, - (/,_,)/2Ax (4 4) 
Using Ax = 0 01, At = 0 005 we obtained numerical results and compared them with the 
cot-respondmg analytical values given by (4 3) This comparison 1s given m Table 1 
At each time step, the computed results are time-accurate 
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Table 1 
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Time Step Max Error = Iu; - U;I_, 
n = 20 0.2140279E-03 
n = 40 0.4387529E-03 
n = 60 0.6719129E-03 
n = 80 0.91119943-03 
n = 100 O.l154278E-02 
Appkatlon 2 
We considered a two-dlmenslonal problem 
u, + e-’ (1 + x + x2 - y) UU, + (1 + y + y? - x) UU, 
= -{l + e- 2’ (2 + x* + y’)} /.4 (4 5) 
u(x, y, 0) = 1 - x - y 
~(0, y, t) = (1 - y) e-’ 
u(l,y, t) = -ye-’ 
u(x, 0, t) = (1 - x) e-’ 
u(x, 1, t) = -x e-’ (4 6) 
The analytical solution IS 
u(x, y, t) = (1 - x - y) e-’ (4 7) 
Our ObJectlve here is to obtam time-accurate r sults 
Since UU, = 0 5(u*),, approxlmatmg the denvatlves by two-pomt backward differences, 
we obtain 
U;, = a e-‘n (1 + x, + x; - y,) {(Up, m)2 - (U;l,)2} 
+ b e-‘n (1 + y, + yi - x,) {(U;,_,>* - (u;,,,)*} 
- dt { 1 + e-*‘n (2 + x,’ + yi)} V;, + U;;’ 
1=1,2, J, m = 1,2, M 
(4 8) 
where a = Atl(2Ax), b = Atl(2Ay) 
At each m, we solved along the]-dlrectlon Detalied algorithm IS given m [7] The results 
have been given m Table 2 
U 
Fig 1 One dtmenslonal chemical reactjon 
i x 
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Table 2 
hx = 0.1, Ay = 0.1, At = 0 00s 
Time step t n Max Error = 1~" - :m ":m 1 nax 
n = 20 0.4584752E-02 
n - 40 0.3540504E-02 
n = 60 0.2064973E-02 
n = 80 0.10902862-02 
n = 100 0.54242543-03 
Appllcatlon 3 
u, + uu, = 0 (4 9) 
u(x, 0) = 1 1fx 5 X, (4 10) 
= - 05 If x > x, 
This represents motion of a one dlmenslonal shock whose mltlal location 1s at x = X, In order 
that we may obtain the proper weak solution, it 1s essential that the equation must be expressed 
in a conservative form Thus, we wnte (4 9) as 
u, + 0 5 (u2), = 0 
Approxlmatmg both denvatlves by two-point backward differences, we obtain 
U; = a((U;_,)Z - (U;)z) + U;-’ 
a = Atl(2Ax) 
(4 11) 
We solved (4 11) by perturbed functlonals Thus results smearmg the shock Details on this 
and on the convergence analysts by slmulatlons of D-mappings are given m [S] 
To obtam a sharp shock, we used Warmmg’s[9] suggestions and used his flux vector 
splitting algonthm Then, m lieu of (4 11) we obtained 
u, = G,(U) 
CFL NO = 2 
(4 12) 
Fig 2 M&on of one dlmensmnal shock Ar = 2Ax 
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where 
G,(U) = -dU,+, (U,+, - &+,I) + 2U,lU,1 
-u,-, cu,-1 + I&II)> + fJ4, 
U, = U;, UC$, = (I;-‘, a = Atl(4Ax) 
(4 13) 
Using lmeanzed convergence analysis as suggested by Lomax( lo] in (4 12) we used 
u, = G’,(U) (4 14) 
where 
G,(U) = (1 - a,)U, + cx,G,(U) (4 15) 
If we use (2 11) on e;, (Y, may be computed m a subroutine as dlscussed m [B] Here, however, 
we used a, = 0 1 VJ A relaxation parameter 11 was also used m the algorithm as follows 
u;” = (1 - y) u; + yD;+’ (4 16) 
where o;+,:+, = value of U, at the (k + 1)th lteratlon usmg perturbed functlonal and 0 < y < 1 
Here we chose 1~ = 0 75 
Three sets of results are given m Figs 2-4 for CFL Nos 2, 5 and 10 respectively 
(k,,, = 6) There 1s hardly any smearmg of the shock 
Time accurate solutions generally require small values of E m (3 10) However, that 1s 
not a mandatory requirement For the Fig 4, E = 10-l This implies that for time Independent 
(or steady state) solutions, we may not need these inner iterations and avoid (3 10) 
This generated a steady-state algonthm which 1s our next topic of dlscusslon 
5 STEADY STATE MOTION 
If our pnmary ObJeCtWe is to obtain Just a steady state solution inner iteration at each time 
step may be avolded and we may use the followmg algonthm 




= (1 _ G;+I”)-1 (@+h _ G;+h) 
(5 2) 
CFL NO = 5 
Ftg 3 Motion of one dlmenslonal shock Cdr = 5dx) 









Rg 4 Motion of one dlmenslonal shock (dr = lOAx) 
where 
G;+'" = G,(U;+‘, U;“, U”_‘I u , 1’ I’ or;) 
@‘+I, = G,(U;+‘, &+I, 
1 U/"-c,', G;+'", U;+, U;) 
G;+“” = !$ 1 @+I, &+I, U;:,‘, G,Y+‘*, U;+,, Uy J 
If steady state IS obtained at some n > N, 
It is obvious that if Iterations converge then for any norm 
(5 3) 
(5 4) 
This makes (5 4) a necessary condltlon for convergence 
However, tf for some norm (2 11) 1s true, G IS a contraction mapping on D,, , x D,, Vk, 
then usmg the same norm (5 4) IS also a sufficient condltlon for convergence More details on 
this may be found m [ 1, page 5501 
Appllcatron 1 
Imtlal condltlons 
x, = locatlon of the shock 
Boundary condltlons 
f#Jco, t) = (1, t) = 0 tz0 




This model represents a movmg shock 
4 = the velocity potential 
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An Imphclt, consistent, finite difference approximation may be expressed as 
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a,, 4,” + Dxf, = 0 (5 8) 
where 
6,, = Ax-’ At-' (1 - E;‘) (1 - E;‘) (5 9) 
(E; ’ f(x) = f(x - Ax)) 
Dxf, = Ax-’ ((1 - &,)(f,+,iz - f,-,,A + E,-I (f,-,,z - f,-,,,I> (5 10) 
Equation (5 10) 1s given by Murman and Cole[ 1 I] and 
E, = 1 d f#q+ , > @_, @qersonlc) 
= 0 If +;+, -c C&L, (subsomc) 
Now & is approximated by central differences Thus, 
(G), = (4,+,/z - +,-,idlA~ (5 11) 
and 
f, = MJJ,>’ (5 12) 
This gives 
f ,+ l/z = (4,+1 - &)*/Ax* (5 13) 
Slmllarly we may find f,_,,2 and f,-3,Z Also E;’ 4; = I#$‘-’ Thus using (5 13), (5 10) and 
(5 9) m (5 8) we get 
f$; = - a((1 - .$)[(4l:, - $$,)(q!q+1 - 24; + @Y-l)1 
+ &;_I [(@ - &-*)(& - 2#-1 + 4:-2)1 
+ c&L, + (qy - @I’, 
where a = At/Ax’ 
We used vanable A? given by 







a, = a, - 
aI 
m = 1,2, M 
(5 16) 
In the code we used Ax = 0 05, At,,, = 0 1 and At,,, = 2 and M = 8 No mstablhtles were 
found at any level of iteration Steady state was found in 75 steps This IS shown m Fig 5 
When steady state 1s reached 
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Rg 5 Steady state solution for tire potential function 4(.x, I) 
Hence, D,f;’ ’ = 0 This IS defined to be the residual If at some kth iteration 
max jResldual1, < 10m4 max IResldual(,=, 
the motron 1s considered to be m the steady state and computation 1s stopped 
Appllcatlon 2 
We considered here Euler’s equation 









F = pu’ + p 
i i de + P) 
and, p = density, p = pressure, u = velocity The total energy per unit volume IS e, and 
e = p(E + d/2), E = internal energy per unit mass 
The pressure p for a perfect gas 1s defined by 
p = (y - l)(e - pu2/2) 
y= 14 
This model consists of coupled nonlmear hyperbohc partial dlfferentlal equations Their 
properties may be found m [ 121 Using various mltlal boundary condltlons different compressible 
flow phenomena may be found Several of these have been discussed m [3] Here we considered 
compressible flow through a divergent nozzle (also known as Shubm Nozzle) described by 
A(x) = 1 398 + 0 347 tanh(O 8x - 4 0) 05x5 10 (5 20) 
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SHUBIN NOZZLE 
Fig 6 DIvergent nozzle 
Figure 6 describes uch a nozzle We consldered supersomc flow at the entrance as well as at 
the exit Inflow boundary condmons for p, u and p are known analytically To extrapolate the 
outflow boundary condltlons we used the followmg proceedure (D = differential operator, 
V = backward difference operator) 
f /+I = (1 
Using the first three terms, we wnte 
+ hD + y + )f, 
l+hD+- (5 21) 
Since D = -i ln(l - V), we may approximate D by i 
Thus, 
This gives, 
f I+1 = 3f, - 3f,-I + f/-2 (5 22) 
This three-pomt extrapolation formula was used m the code 
Smce, pnmary ObJective m the code is to obtam the steady state solution, it IS preferable 
to use a large At We approximated W, by a two-point backward ifference formula and (F(W)), 
by central differences The artlflclal vlscoslty term was VW,, and W,, was approximated by 
central differences This was done to complete the convergence analysis which also required 
a nonlinear diagonal scalmg[3] The difference equation to be solved is 
u; = <UT+, + CJ_,)/2 - (Ax2/(2vAt))(U;8; - U;-‘) + (Ax/4v)(F;_, - F;,,) (5 23) 
where U, IS the net function correspondmg to W, Here, 0, IS the nonlinear scaling such that 
hm (8;)” = 1 
k-x 
We chose, 
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Fig 7 Density dlstnbutlon for the supersomc flow m the dlvergent nozzle (given m Fig 6) 
We also introduced a relaxation parameter y as given m (4 16) The computational solution 
was started with Ax = 0 2, .I = field size = 50 and Courant number = lo8 After 60 
timesteps, steady state was reached (At = 7 5 X 106) The comparison between analytical 
and numerical solutions are given m Fig 7 
6 SOME COMMENTS 
The pnmary hmltatlon of this algonthm 1s that if at some J and some k, Gi,+ ’ k = 1, the 
method falls This will require rearrangement of the equations or some special scalmg Also, 
If diagonal terms are not present in G,,(U) in (2 2) o, is zero identically VJ and this slows 
down the rate of convergence From a computational standpoint, analysis of convergence 
depends of (2 11) which requires evaluation of terms of G’(Uk, U”) However, this seems to 
be much simpler than its nonlinear counterpart mentioned m [6] 
Lmeanzed stablhty analysis hows that for nonlmear model (5 5) IS computationally stable 
if At < Ax/2[ 1 I] Vlolatlon of this condltlon certainly did not cause any problem m our 
numerical solution 
Since perturbed functional iterations are not dependent on the mltlal guess, It was directly 
applied to the full boundary value problem with 4, = 0 m (5 5) Iterations converged m 70 
steps 
The method 1s basically simple to use and it retams most mformatlon related to 
nonlmeantles 
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